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This work reports on a mechanism for irreversible resistive switching (RS) transformation from bipolar to
unipolar RS behavior in SrRuO3 (SRO)/Cr-doped SrZrO3 (SZO:Cr)/Pt capacitor structures prepared on a
Ti/SiO2/Si substrate. Counter-clockwise bipolar RS memory current-voltage (I–V) characteristics are
observed within the RS voltage window of 22.5 to 11.9 V, with good endurance and retention properties.
As the bias voltage increases further beyond 4 V under a forward bias, a forming process occurs resulting in
irreversible RS mode transformation from bipolar to unipolar mode. This switching mode transformation is
a direct consequence of thermally activated Ti out-diffusion from a Ti adhesion layer. Transition metal Ti
effectively out-diffuses through the loose Pt electrode layer at high substrate temperatures, leading to the
unintended formation of a thin titanium oxide (TiOx where x , 2) layer between the Pt electrode and the
SZO:Cr layer as well as additional Ti atoms in the SZO:Cr layer. Cross-sectional scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy depth-profile
measurements provided apparent evidence of the Ti out-diffusion phenomenon. We propose that the
out-diffusion-induced additional Ti atoms in the SZO:Cr layer contributes to the creation of the metallic
filamentary channels.

R
esistive switching random access memory (ReRAM), based on reversible switching between two or multiple
bistable resistive states, is of increasing importance for the realization of nonvolatile data storages. A
relatively low- or high-resistive state is electrically manipulated either by the magnitude of the current

and/or voltage or by the polarity of the current and/or voltage, depending on the nature of the constituting
materials integrated in the memory cell. In particular, reversible resistive switching in transition metal-based
perovskite oxides has been widely investigated due to their good electrical stability1 and strong potential for the
development of multiple-bits-per-cell resistive memory2–5. Devices based on these materials can satisfy the
essential performance requirements for nonvolatile memory devices, such as high speed, low power consump-
tion, long retention time, high endurance, etc.1,6.

Reversible resistive switching is not a novel behavior by far. Work began more than 40 years ago investigating
such phenomena in disordered insulating oxide materials7. The origin of the RS phenomena can be quite diverse,
depending on the materials used and on the device structures fabricated6. However, these devices can be largely
grouped into two categories according to whether the switching phenomenon mainly occurs in the bulk region or
in the interface region. A filament model is a well-known switching model that belongs to the first category where
metallic filaments are created and destroyed by repeatedly applying an electric field6,8–10. RS in binary metal
oxides, such as NiO, NbOx, TiOx and AlOx, showing unipolar (namely, voltage or current magnitude-dependent)
resistance switching behavior is usually explained through this model11–13. On the other hand, bipolar (namely,
voltage polarity-dependent) RS observed in SrTiO3

14, SrZrO3
15, Pr1-xCaxMnO3

16, Ni-Ti-O compounds17 and
WOx

18 is often described in terms of the interface effects between the oxide and electrode6, and oxygen-related
defects appear to play a key role in determining the RS characteristics19. However, a more complex RS mechanism
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combined with the filament model and the interface effect has been
also proposed to understand complex RS features in hetero-junction
RS systems20–23.

We report on the switching mode transformation in Cr-doped
SrZrO3 (SZO:Cr) sandwiched by metallic SrRuO3 (SRO) and Pt
electrodes. We show that the RS mode can be changed in an irre-
versible way from the bipolar to the unipolar modes in the same SRO/
SZO:Cr ReRAM device. Though it was reported recently that adhe-
sion-layer out diffusion plays an important role in determining RS
characteristics24,25, it has not yet been demonstrated directly how the
out-diffusion effect contributes to the switching mode transforma-
tion. We demonstrate here that the observed switching mode trans-
formation and different RS characteristics in SZO based ReRAM
devices originate from the out-diffusion of thermally activated Ti
atoms from the thin Ti adhesion-layer between the bottom Pt elec-
trode and the Si substrate.

Results
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the intended ReRAM device. All the
detailed growth and fabrication processes are described in the
method section below. Afterwards, this original SRO-SZO:Cr-Pt
ReRAM device is called ‘‘M device’’. Figures 2(a)–(c) show the mea-
sured RS I–V characteristics for this ReRAM device. The device first
exhibited typical bipolar RS characteristics (Fig. 2(a)) with a counter
clockwise (CCW) direction. The bistable reversible resistance states
are controlled by the polarity of the applied bias voltage, as clearly
understood from its name bipolar. However, as the bias voltage
further increased in the low-resistance state, the resistance abruptly
changed into a much lower resistance state (Fig. 2(b)). This process
resembles soft dielectric breakdown, often referred to as ‘‘forming’’ in
metal-insulator-metal ReRAM structures. Forming creates defect-
induced local filamentary channels across a resistive insulator, and
afterwards, unipolar RS controlled by the magnitude of the current
(Fig. 2(c)) occurred, and the current compliance limit is needed to
protect the device from the permanent dielectric breakdown. This
change in the switching mode from bipolar to unipolar is irreversible
and seems to be determined by the application of a high electric field
across the ReRAM device, regardless of the switching cycle of the
bipolar RS. Assuming that the forming voltage is larger than 4 V, the
corresponding electric field across the SZO:Cr is of at least 6.7 3

105 V/cm (4 V/60 nm). This field is comparable to that of bipolar RS
ReRAM devices: 5 3 105 V/cm (15 V/300 nm) for NiO, and 1 3

106 V/cm (4 V/40 nm) for NbO26,27. To avoid any confusion, low
and high resistance states for the bipolar RS mode are respectively
abbreviated as LRSbi and HRSbi, and for the unipolar RS mode LRSuni

and HRSuni are used. The switching process from LRS to the HRS and
its inverse called ‘reset’ and ‘set’, respectively6. The HRS/LRS ratio at
a read voltage (0.1 V) is of ,100 for the bipolar RS mode and of ,50
for the unipolar RS mode.

The endurance test that plots the variation of the current at 0.1 V
in each RS mode is shown in Fig. 2(d), demonstrating good switching
reproducibility in each RS mode. We intentionally caused the bipolar
R unipolar mode transformation after the 16th cycle of bipolar RS
through the forming process. The RS cycle is counted consecutively,
so the 17th cycle number corresponds to the first LRS in the unipolar
RS mode. The LRSbi and HRSuni have similar resistances with in a
tolerable range. This is because the LRSuni occurs in the LRSbi. One of
the most interesting features is that although the current level of the
LRSbi is very similar to that of the HRSuni, the stability of the HRSuni is
much higher than that of the LRSbi, suggesting that the electrical
nature of the conduction paths and the involved transport mechan-
isms are changed by the forming process. This is further clarified
from temperature-dependent measurements of the electrical trans-
port in each resistance state given below. The irreversibility of the
unipolar mode into the bipolar mode suggests that the unipolar RS
mechanism is completely different in many aspects.

The set and reset RS voltages for both the bipolar and unipolar
modes are presented in Figs. 2(e) and (f), respectively. The reset volt-
age in the unipolar RS mode is very uniform compared to the other
switching voltages. The insets show the averaged reset and set voltages
in each switching mode. The observed uniform reset switching voltage
in the unipolar mode indicates that conducting paths in every set
switching cycle are reconstructed with similar properties. If we attrib-
ute the observed unipolar RS to the repeated process of the rupture/re-
creation of filamentary channels, the conducting filaments with sim-
ilar physical and chemical properties are created in each cycle. A
detailed discussion of this issue will be given later together with the
analysis on the compositional and structural properties of the device.

The nature of the electrical transport in each resistance state can be
revealed by measuring its temperature dependence. Fig. 3(a) sum-
marizes the measured temperature dependencies of the current at
10.1 V in each resistance state, plotting ln(I) against 1/kBT where kB

and T represent the Boltzmann constant and the temperature,
respectively. In order to maintain the conduction channel and trans-
port mechanism unchanged during measurements, the temperature
dependencies of the LRS and HRS states were measured separately at
a low voltage of 0.1 V without repetition of LRS«HRS switching at
each temperature.

Since the change in the switching mode is irreversible, the tem-
perature dependences of the LRSbi and HRSbi currents were first
measured. The detailed transport mechanisms in each resistance
state cannot be completely understood from the ln(I) vs. 1/kBT
curves only. It was most apparent that whereas LRSuni shows metallic
transport characteristics, HRSbi has insulator properties with a ther-
mal activation energy of ,24 meV. The nature of the leakage trans-
port in SZO can be described by a complex mixture of several
possible conduction mechanisms. Reasonably satisfactory fits to
the HRSbi I–V curves are achieved with the Frenkel-Poole model
which describes field enhanced thermal excitation of trapped elec-
trons into the conduction band in the low field region28,29. The
observed low-field activation energy of the HRSbi is related with this
process. Another interesting feature is that even though the current
level is almost similar, HRSuni and LRSbi show different conduction
behaviors with decreasing temperature. The dashed box in Fig. 3(a) is
enlarged in Fig. 3(b). In the high temperature region, the thermionic
emission feature of the LRSbi is much stronger than that of the
HRSuni, even showing metallic transport similar to that of LRSuni.
The metallic transport in the HRSuni at high temperatures is under-
stood in terms of weak filamentary channels26. This weak filamentary
conduction competes with existing conductions in the HRSuni, show-
ing different thermal activation behaviors with decreasing temper-
ature. Because metallic conduction through weak filamentary
channels becomes stronger with increasing temperature, its thermal
activation behavior becomes more clearly visible as observed in
Fig. 3(b).

Figure 1 | Resistive switching sample. Schematic of the intended SRO/

SZO:Cr/Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si device.
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In order to figure out the origin of the observed irreversible RS
mode transformation, we investigated the structural and composi-
tional properties of the ReRAM device. Figure 4(a) shows the cross-
sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the ReRAM
device. Well-defined uniform layers are clearly observed with the
intended thicknesses and are identified. However, dark spots embed-
ded in the Pt electrode are also observed. These dark regions in the Pt
layer indicate that it is relatively nonconductive. Furthermore, at the
SZO:Cr/Pt interface, a thin unintended layer seems to be formed with
a similar brightness as that of the dark spots. According to in-situ
EDAX depth profiles (Figure S1 in the supporting information), the

dark regions embedded in the Pt layer and at the SZO:Cr/Pt interface
consist of mainly Ti and O.

To more clearly confirm the layer configuration of the ReRAM
device, transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements
were carried out, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The central SZO:Cr layer
sandwiched by the Pt and SRO electrodes is clearly identified. We
also detected a thin TiOx layer between the Pt electrode and the
SZO:Cr layer. A continuum TiOx layer with non-uniform thickness
is detected between the Pt and SZO:Cr layers. However, note that the
structural nature of TiOx at the SZO:Cr/Pt interface depends on
substrate temperature and growth time.

Figure 2 | Electrical characterization of the fabricated resistive switching (RS) memory device. Semi-log plot for the observed I–V curves of (a) the

bipolar RS mode, (b) forming process, and (c) the unipolar RS mode after the forming process. (d) Endurance of the observed RS behavior at 10.1 V.

Distributions of the measured switching voltages for (e) the bipolar and (f) unipolar RS mode. The insets in (e) and (f) present the average set and reset

voltages.

Figure 3 | Temperature dependent resistive switching transport. (a) Temperature dependent transport measurements of each resistance state and (b)

enlarged graph dash-boxed in (a). Different temperature behaviors in each resistance state are indicative of different transport mechanisms. More detailed

description is given in the text.
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To conclusively find the elemental composition in of each layer,
AES depth-profile measurements were also performed. Figure 4(c)
shows the AES intensities for various elements as a function of the
sputter time. Sharp boundaries between the intended layers are not
obvious, and instead Sr, Zr and Ru, the main constituting elements,
seem to inter-penetrate across the SRO/SZO boundary. Ti and Pt are
also detected in the SZO region, and oxygen is omnipresent through
the entire structure. The presence of Ti and O in the Pt layer indicates
that the dark regions in the SEM image are due to the insulating
properties of TiOx. Since Ti was not co-deposited together with
the other elements, the source of Ti is certainly the Ti adhesion layer
between Pt and SiO2. It was reported that a Ti adhesion layer out-
diffuses through a Pt electrode at high enough substrate tempera-
tures forming Pt-Ti compounds30. However, in the presence of
oxygen, Ti can also form more complex compounds24,30,31.

Two different SZO:Cr/SRO ReRAM devices, C1 and C2, were
fabricated and compared to explicitly confirm the effects of the Ti
adhesion layer out-diffusion on the structural properties and RS
characteristics of the devices. SEM, depth-profile AES, and RS mea-
surements were taken, and three devices of each were fabricated
under the same fabrication conditions except for the substrate tem-
perature. The substrate temperatures for the SZO and SRO layers of
the ReRAM devices are schematically described in Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the cross-sectional SEM images
and AES depth profiles of the prepared devices. For the C1 device, the
SZO:Cr and SRO layers were deposited at 450 uC and at room tem-
perature, respectively. The Ti adhesion layer out-diffusion is clearly
visible through the Pt layer forming TiOx. However, compared to the
main device (M device) where the SRO layer is deposited at 650 uC, it
is obvious that Ti out-diffusion in the C1 device is actively under
progress (compare the SEM images in Figs. 4 and 6). The corres-
ponding AES depth-profile confirms the formation of TiOx in the Pt

layer. This C1 device shows CCW bipolar RS characteristics, and the
RS mode transformation occurred at ,5 V. However, for the C2
device, where both the SZO:Cr and SRO layers are deposited at room
temperature, Ti adhesion layer out-diffusion does not occur. This is
confirmed by the absence of Ti element in the corresponding AES
depth profile. For this C2 device, although we observed similar CCW
bipolar RS characteristics, permanent dielectric breakdown occurred
at a much higher voltage instead of the forming process, and unipolar

Figure 4 | Structural analyses of M device. (a) SEM image of the device. Traces of relatively nonconductive spots are observed (marked with arrows). (b)

TEM image of the device. A thin unintended TiOx layer is observed between the SZO:Cr and Pt layers. (c) Normalized AES depth profile for the device.

Figure 5 | Substrate temperature during film’s growth for the M, C1 and
C2 devices. For the M and C1 devices, after completing the SZO:Cr growth,

the substrate temperature was reduced at a rate of 18 uC/min to RT at the

base pressure.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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RS was not observed (in other words, no RS mode transformation
occurred).

Discussion
A schematic model of the Ti out-diffusion is illustrated in Fig. 7.
For the bare Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrate, Ti out-diffusion through the
Pt layer is not detected because the Pt layer was deposited at room
temperature. This is confirmed by the cross-sectional SEM image
shown in Fig. 6(b). During the deposition of the SZO:Cr and SRO
layers at high substrate temperatures, Ti out-diffuses through the
Pt layer, forming TiOx. If the substrate is heated long enough, a
thin TiOx layer is formed between the Pt and SZO:Cr layers, as
demonstrated in the TEM image in Fig. 4. Considering that the
AES data shows a rapid decrease in the Ti intensity in the SZO
region, Ti seems to not effectively out-diffuse through the SZO
layer30. However, the out-diffused Ti in the SZO:Cr layer works as
metallic defects, playing an important role in creating filamentary
channels.

The schematic RS mechanisms in each RS mode are illustrated
in Fig. 8. The RS mechanism for bipolar RS in perovskite hetero-
junctions devices, including SZO:Cr/SRO systems, is well under-
stood in terms of the redox chemical process at the interface15,32.
It is found that bipolar resistive switching properties of SZO:Cr
are strongly dependent on the configuration of electrodes used15.
This implies that the redox chemical reaction at the interface
plays a key role in determining the observed bipolar resistive
switching. The low-field electrical transport through the
SZO:Cr layer in the LRSbi is described by thermally activated
hopping conduction channels via defects states28,29. The channels
are depicted with thin broken lines in Fig. 8. Thus it is reasonable
to describe the observed bipolar resistive switching transport in
terms of the combined effects of the redox chemical reaction at
the interface and thermally activated hopping conduction chan-
nels. A positive voltage bias on the top SRO electrode leads to
oxygen-ions migration at the SRO/SZO:Cr interface, generating

oxygen vacancies which are related to electron-hopping paths
through in the SZO:Cr film (LRSbi). When a negative voltage
bias is applied, the oxygen ions regenerates with the oxygen
vacancies, and this process blocks the electron hopping paths
(HRSbi).

Regardless of the presence of the Ti out-diffusion-induced TiOx

layer between Pt and SZO:Cr, the three ReRAM devices showed
similar bipolar RS characteristics. This implies that the TiOx layer
does not play a key role in determining the initial bipolar RS mode.
However, if a high enough dielectric breakdown voltage is applied
across the devices, the situation becomes different. Only the device
(C2) without Ti out-diffusion shows permanent dielectric break-
down without RS mode transformation from bipolar into unipolar
mode. Since Ti is chemically active with nearby oxygen, we propose
that out-diffused Ti provides a suitable circumstance for the forma-
tion of metallic conducting filaments across the SZO:Cr layer. The
role of out-diffused Ti in the observed unipolar RS characteristics is
similar to that of additional metal doping in RS oxide materials13,17,33.

Analyses of the Ti out-diffusion induced TiOx layer in the RS
mode transformation and RS properties reveals that its presence does
not affect the initial bipolar RS characteristics. However, the lower
forming voltages for the M and C1 devices including a TiOx layer
were observed than the dielectric breakdown voltage for the C2
device without having a TiOx layer (Figure S2 in the supporting
information). In addition, the forming voltage of the M device with
a relatively thicker TiOx layer, was smaller than that of the C1 device.
This suggests that the presence of the TiOx layer affects the forming
process.

In conclusion, we fabricated SrRuO3/SrZrO3:Cr hetero-junc-
tion ReRAM structures on Pt/Ti/SiO2 substrates at different sub-
strate temperatures and investigated their resistive switching
characteristics. We observed bipolar-type reversible resistive
switching in the low voltage region below 63 V. However, as
the voltage is increased, an irreversible RS mode transformation
from bipolar to unipolar mode occurred. We found that uninten-

Figure 6 | Structural analyses of C1 and C2 devices. (a) SEM image of the C1 device. Traces of out-diffused Ti are observed as a linear form. (b) AES depth

profile for the C1 device. Ti is detected at the SZO:Cr/Pt interface. (c) Resistive switching I–V curves for the C1 device showing RS

transformation at ,5 V. (d) SEM image of the C2 device. Any trace of out-diffusion is not founded. (e) AES depth profile for the C2 device. Ti is not

detected. (f) I–V curves for the C2 device. Hard dielectric breakdown occurred instead of an RS transformation.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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tional Ti atom out-diffusion at high substrate temperatures plays
a key role in determining the irreversible RS mode transforma-
tion. The diffused Ti atoms in the SZO:Cr layer are also expected
to contribute to the leakage current and forming voltage. We
attribute the observed bipolar and unipolar RS characteristics to
redox chemical interaction at the SRO-SZO:Cr interfacial region
and Ti atom out-diffusion-assisted metallic filaments across the
SZO:Cr layer, respectively. Our experimental findings and ana-
lysis clearly demonstrate that metal out-diffusion phenomena can
influence resistive switching characteristics in typical metal-insu-
lator-metal structures. From the viewpoint of technology, the
substrate temperature-induced metal out-diffusion effect could
provide a novel way to fabricate ReRAM devices improving their
resistive switching performance.

Methods
An SrRuO3/SrZrO3:Cr/Pt capacitor structure was fabricated as a practical
application of the resistive switching characteristics in nonvolatile memories. The

intended ReRAM device structure consists of a 80-nm-thick 0.2 at.% Cr-doped
(i.e., 3 3 1019 atoms/cm3) SrZrO3 (SZO:Cr) film grown on Pt(111)/Ti/SiO2/
Si(100) substrates via radio frequency reactive magnetron sputtering deposition at
a substrate temperature of 450uC. The 90u off-axis method was employed to
decrease plasma damage on the film’s surface. A few-nm-thick Ti layer was pre-
deposited as an adhesion layer between the bottom Pt electrode and the SiO2

layer. Before deposition, the base pressure of the chamber was kept at 5 3

1027 Torr. During the deposition, the argon working pressure and the rotation
speed of the substrate holder were set to 50 mTorr and 3 rpm, respectively. The
oxygen content was fixed at 10%. For the transport measurements, 300 nm thick
SrRuO3 (SRO) top electrodes with a diameter of 300 mm were patterned on the
SZO:Cr layer via focused magnetron sputtering with a tungsten shadow mask at a
substrate temperature of 650 uC. A schematic diagram of the intended device
structure is shown in Fig. 1. Another two different ReRAM devices were fabricated
under the same fabrication conditions except for the substrate temperature during
the deposition of the SZO:Cr and SRO layers to perform an experimental
demonstration of the effect of the metal adhesion out-diffusion had on resistive
switching.

Compositional analyses of the devices were performed using the depth profile of
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Conventional two-terminal resistance switching
current-voltage (I–V) measurements were carried out using a parameter analyzer
over the temperature range between 300 K and 10 K, in voltage sweep mode. For the

Figure 7 | Schematics of Ti out-diffusion in sequence. Depending on the substrate temperature, the Ti adhesion layer out-diffuses forming Ti

compounds inside the Pt layer. RT: room temperature.

Figure 8 | Schematics of bipolar and unipolar mode RS mechanisms. (a) Schematic of bipolar mode RS mechanism. Redox chemical reaction between

oxygen vacancies and ions in the vicinity of the SRO/SZO:Cr interface plays a key role in determining the observed RS properties in case of bipolar RS

mode. (b) Schematic of unipolar mode RS mechanism for the M and C1 devices where Ti out-diffusion occurs. After the electro-forming process, metallic

filaments are created in the SZO:Cr layer. The observed unipolar resistive switching is caused by the repetition process of the rupture/re-creation of

metallic filaments. Out-diffused Ti in the SZO:Cr contributes to the formation of metallic filaments.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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resistive switching measurements, we applied a bias voltage to the top electrode, with
the bottom electrode grounded.
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